
SYNTAX: A Reading, Danced
Text by Carol Snow Choreography by Alex Ketley

SYNTAX DANCE COD E

Dance was coded to the grammar of the text according to the following key:

G RAM MATICAL FOR M TEXT COD E DANCE MOVE M E NT

Subject noun or pronoun N, P Starting position
Article (“a, an, the”) a Small hand gesture
Adjective A Arm movement
Object of a prepositional phrase o End position
Object of an active verb or infinitive O End position
Noun made from verb plus “er” N’er, O’er Balance
“To be” verb v= Shift weight
Intransitive verb (takes no object) V Travel, trailing off
Transitive verb (takes an object) V: Travel to position
Adverb adv Bend back or to side
Gerund N’ING, O’ING Spin
Present participle A-ING Turn
Past participle ‘d Withdraw, implode
Negatives X Touch ground
Possessive p’s, N‘s Self-touch
Preposition (no object) prep Reach toward
Prepositional phrase taking an object {prep: o} Contact partner
Infinitive to-V Lift
Infinitive taking an object to-V: Lift to position
Conjunction (“and”) & Series
Negative conjunction (“or” “but”) &X Series with reversal or

touching ground
Apostrophe or address !! Facing movement
Question ¿? Unison movement

Example of coded text from “Among School Children” by W. B. Yeats

VIII.
Labour is blossoming or dancing where N v= A'ING &x A'ING adv
The body is not bruised to pleasure soul, a-N v=x A'd (to-V: O),
Nor beauty born out of its own despair, &x N V'd adv {prep: p's-A-o},
Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil. &x A=A’d-N adv {prep: A-o}.
O chestnut-tree, great-rooted blossomer, ¿!0 a=N, A=A'd-N'er,
Are you the leaf, the blossom, or the bole? v= N (a-N, a-N, &x a-N)!?
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance, ¿!0 N-(A'd {prep: o}), 0 A'ING-N,
How can we know the dancer from the dance? adv-v- N V: a-O'er {prep: a-o}!?


